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650136 17"-32" Single Monitor Wall-
Mounted Bracket, Arm
length:290mm
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Short Description

Max. VESA: 100x1001.
Max. Load Capacity: 9Kg (per screen)2.
Screen Rotation: 360°3.
Gas spring structure offers perfect counterbalance presentation in all directions4.
Built-in spring tension gauge can be easily adjusted to fit varied weights on the arm5.
VESA standards compliant6.
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Free-tilting design for multiple monitor viewing angles7.
Slide-in wall plate provides easy access for attachment and detachment8.
Cable clips keep cables organized and protected9.

Description

The equip® 17"-32" Single Monitor Wall-Mounted Bracket with a gas spring structure is a versatile and
space-efficient solution for displaying a single flat-panel monitor within the 17 to 32-inch range. Designed
for wall mounting, this bracket combines sleek aesthetics with ergonomic functionality.

The gas spring mechanism enables effortless height adjustment, tilt, swivel, and rotation, allowing you to
find the perfect viewing angle and positioning for optimal comfort and productivity. This bracket is
particularly beneficial in freeing up valuable desk space and creating a clean, organized workspace.

Compatible with a range of monitor sizes, it suits various environments including offices, home
workstations, or gaming setups. Its integrated cable management system helps keep cords tidy and out of
sight. The gas spring structure ensures smooth adjustments while maintaining stability. The 17"-32" Single
Monitor Wall-Mounted Bracket offers a practical and adjustable solution to elevate your monitor experience
while enhancing your workspace aesthetics.

Installation Video

Additional Information

Color Black
EAN 4015867229347
Model Number 650136
Compatible Display Size 17"-32", 17"-32"
VESA support 75 x 75, 100 x 100
Approval and Compliance RoHS
Compatible display size 17-32"
Package Contents 650136 User manual Screws kits
Product weight (kg) 1.28
Dimensions (W x D x H) 315 x 321 x 117 mm
Screen Rotation +180°~-180°
Quick Installation VESA Plate Yes
Support Curved TV (Monitors) Yes
Cable management Yes
Installation Wall Mounted
Material Plastic, Stainless Steel, Aluminum
VESA compatibility 100x100,75x75
Tilt range +90°~-45°
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Screens support quantity 1
Pan (Swivel) range +90°~-90°
Mount Wall mount
Load Capacity (kg) 2~9kg


